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Abstract
In this paper, we present and illustrate some new tools for rigorously analyzing training
data selection methods. These tools focus on the information theoretic losses that occur
when sampling data. We use this framework to prove that two methods, Facility Location
Selection and Transductive Experimental Design, reduce these losses. These are meant
to act as generalizable theoretical examples of applying the field of Information Theoretic
Deep Learning Theory to the fields of data selection and active learning. Both analyses
yield insight into their respective methods and increase their interpretability. In the case of
Transductive Experimental Design, the provided analysis greatly increases the method’s
scope as well.
1. Introduction
Machine learning based classifiers are influenced heavily by the quality of the labeled data
they are trained on. But finding high quality samples to label can be challenging, and
labelling too many samples can be expensive. This paper provides a new framework for
analyzing data labelling methods based on information theory. The framework studies a
quantity called information losses, which is a measure of quality on representations learned
from the labeled samples.
Information losses have been the subject of some rigorous theoretical work (31; 14). In
reference (14) in particular, there exists a useful theorem which decomposes information
losses as a product of two terms - one depending primarily on architecture, and the other
depending primarily on the dataset used to train the classifier. The work provided an analysis
of the latter term in the case of randomly selected data.
In this paper, we extend this theory to the case of non-randomly selected data. First, we
will study the relationship of information losses to two popular existing training data selection
techniques - facility location function selection (FLFS) and transductive experimental design
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(TED). In each analysis, we will bound information losses in terms of the quantities minimized
under these methods.
These analyses are useful for three reasons. First, they provide generalizable examples
for the application of Information Theoretic Machine Learning Theory (ITMLT) to the field
of training data selection and active learning. Since ITMLT has shown itself to be a useful
subfield of machine learning theory, generalizing these analyses can lead to the development of
new, powerful, and interpretable training data selection techniques. Secondly, these analyses
will bring further knowledge into the methods being studied, giving us insight into which
situations these methods are particularly suitable.
Finally, the analysis of transductive experimental design in terms of information losses
significantly widens the method’s scope. Previously, the application of TED has been limited
to linear and kernel regression problems with Gaussian noise - the optimized terms are
directly derived from the error covariances that arise from solutions to these problems. Of
course, one could apply these techniques to other problems (e.g. classification) as well, but
the application would not be theoretically justified. This paper will show that these same
terms naturally reduce information losses, which are themselves linked to the performance of
representations well beyond those appearing in linear and kernel regression problems.
2. Related Work
The subject of training data selection is extensive. We will consider a coarse division of
the field. On one side of this divide is batch mode learning, which selects data all at once.
Methods on the batch mode side include the collection of literature on sensor placement
(23; 19), facility location based methods (27), and transductive experimental design (37).
On the other side of the divide is active learning, which selects new data in iteration by
training a new classifier on the currently selected data. Most methods of this type follow
from a powerful idea: label the data points that our current classifier is most uncertain
of (25; 30; 22; 13; 16; 17; 21; 24). Much can be found in comprehensive texts (29; 35) and
literature surveys (28). While most work in the field of training data selection falls on the
active learning side, our framework is applicable to both parts of the division.
The field is ripe with active learning algorithms that are highly justified within the
classical/PAC statistical learning theory (7). Beginning with the CAS algorithm (9), and
being subsequently improved upon in terms of applicability (2; 11; 5; 6), this branch of
work rigorously derives algorithms which obtain label complexities, for seperable data, of
O(θd log 1 ) where d is the V C dimension of the hypothesis space,  is the desired classification
error, and θ is a useful quantity called the disagreement coefficient of the dataset/hypothesis
space pair (20). This is an exponential improvement over the label complexity required of
random labelling, which needs O(d ) labels for the same error rate under the same classical
learning theory.
Some early work in the above path even uses information theoretic notions (15; 18).
Specifically, they maintain a probability distribution over the hypothesis space, and data is
selected such that the entropy of that distribution is minimized when conditioned on the
event {h : h is consistent with the labelled data}. Unfortunately, this notion of information
is not placed on the class/representation variables themselves, and so they cannot use
Fano’s inequality in assessing their complexity - instead, they also rely on classical learning
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theory, obtaining complexities again on the order of O(d log 1 ) while having the additional
complication of needing to maintain and sample from a sequence of posterior distributions
on the hypothesis space.
While the above analyses are fantastic for machine learning algorithms which conform
to classical learning theory, we run into problems when we attempt to adapt them to deep
learning methods.This is because classical learning theory does not appear to predict the
empirical effectiveness of deep learning methods. For example, while the size of a network
grows, d increases quite quickly, but the label complexity of the learner drops in experiment,
even in the randomly selected case. That is, experimentally observed label complexities in
deep learning are far smaller than those predicted by methods in classical learning theory.
Thus we turn to a promising emerging field of learning theory which links deep learning
to information theory (34; 31; 14; 32; 1). Many of those active learning methods derived
from classical learning theory may be analyzed with this new framework, perhaps giving
more satisfying label complexities when applied to deep learning. To our knowledge, there is
no previous work in data selection theory which employs this more modern theory of deep
learning.
3. Notation
The following notations will be used throughout this text.
We will only work two simple types of spaces, real vector spaces under the standard norm
with the Lebesgue measure on the Borel σ-algebra, and discrete spaces with the counting
measure on the discrete σ-algebra. We assume that all random variables considered have
associated distribution functions and that they all share a base sample space Ω. When we
say A is a random variable on A, we mean that A : Ω→ A is a measurable function. For
any considered random variable A, we will denote its distribution function as pA. For any
tuple of considered random variables (A1, A2, · · · ), we will denote their joint distribution as
pA1A2···. Conditional distributions will be denoted similarly, but with a bar in between the
variables. For example, the distribution of A2 conditioned on variable A1 will be denoted as
pA2|A1 .
Let X denote a finite dimensional real vector space with the standard norm and let Y be a
discrete space. Let X : Ω→ X be a random variable on X and Y : Ω→ Y a random variable
on Y . For i = 1, 2, · · · , N , let (xi, yi) ∈ X ×Y and let DXY = ((x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (xn, yn))
denote a fixed sample of size N consisting of those points. Let DX = (x1, x2, · · · , xN ) and
DY = (y1, y2, · · · , yN ). Let PDXY , PDX , and PDY denote the empirical measures associated
with DXY . These D sets are meant to represent a full dataset. We will also consider subsets
of this ’full’ dataset as training samples, which we will denote with the letter S. However,
we will not fix any particular training set since this is a paper on training data selection.
4. Information Losses
4.1 Measuring Informativeness
Picking informative data points is difficult. This is partially because it is difficult to define
the ‘informativeness’ of a data-point in the first place. In this section, we will construct a
measure which quantities the informativeness of a sample directly through that sample’s
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potential to create meaningful representations that are predictive of Y . This will arise
from a generalization of a discrete-valued approach from literature (31). We first give an
intuitive, non-rigorous outline of this discrete procedure before moving on to our rigorous
generalization.
In such an approach, we first consider the probability mass function p(x, y) and the
histogram pˆ(x, y) obtained from a sampled dataset. Next, we consider any random variable
Z = g(X) (where g may be either deterministic or stochastic). We then construct the
information theoretic quantity I(Y, Z) - the mutual information between Z and Y . If we
then consider some ‘best possible’ random variable Z∗ (in terms of I(Y ;Z)) that we could
construct, say, with infinite data, and also consider the ‘best possible’ random variable
Zˆ (again in terms of I(Y ; Zˆ)) that we can construct with our sample, then the difference
|I(Y ;Z∗)− I(Y ; Zˆ)| is then a measure of the sample’s quality.
For our rigorous generalization to a non-discrete feature space, we will need a component
to replace the histogram pˆ(x, y) since this won’t be reliably constructable. We do this by
essentially considering any replacement distribution pˆY |X in the above process, and then
specifying to one which we obtain in a standard way from some machine learning algorithm.
A lot of this setup will come from reference (14). However, our setup here is slightly more
general, and a bit more clear than that of the reference.
Definition 1. Let Z be a finite dimensional real vector space with the standard norm and let
Z be a random variable on Z satisfying the Markov chain Y −X − Z. Let Yˆ be a random
variable on Y satisfying the Markov chain Yˆ −X − Z. We denote the type one information
loss between Y and Yˆ associated with Z as the quantity:
I
(1)
Loss(Y → Yˆ ;Z) = |I(Y ;Z)− I(Yˆ ;Z)| (1)
Definition 2. Let Z, Z, and Yˆ be as they were in definition 1. Let  > 0. Denote as Z∗ (t)
the set of random variables on Z that are at most -suboptimal for the following optimization
problem:
sup
Z∗:Y−X−Z∗
I(Y ;Z∗)
subject to I(X;Z∗) ≤ I(X;Z)
Then the type two information loss between Y and Yˆ associated with Z is given by the
quantity:
I
(2)
Loss,(Y → Yˆ ;Z) = sup
Z∗∈Z∗ ,Zˆ∈Z(Yˆ )
|I(Y ;Z∗)− I(Y ;Z)| (2)
On these information losses, we have the following lemma due to reference (14):
Lemma 1. Let Z, Z, and Yˆ be as they were in definition 1. Let  > 0. Let pˆY |X = pYˆ |X .
Then:
I
(2)
Loss,(Y → Yˆ ;Z) ≤ 2
(
δ¯TV (p, pˆ)I(X;Z) + h2(δ¯TV (p, pˆ)) + 
)
(3)
where:
δ¯TV (p, pˆ) = EPX
[
1
2
∑
y
|p(y|x)− pˆ(y|x)|
]
(4)
is called the conditional total variation of pˆY |X from p(y|x)
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Proof. This is a combination of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 in reference (14).
Given only the above, we cannot yet consider the term I(2)Loss,(Y → Yˆ ;Z) to be a measure
of sample quality. To obtain such an interpretation, we will still need some additional work.
We first note that Lemma 1 holds for any pair of random variables (Yˆ , Z) satisfying the
Markov chains Yˆ −X − Z, Y −X − Z. Of particular interest is the case when Z, Yˆ satisfy
the requirements in the following definition:
Definition 3. Let Z and Z be as they were in definition 1. Let S ⊂ DXY be a training
dataset. If Z = F(S) where (F may be stochastic), then we say that Z is algorithmic on
S. Let Y˜ be another random variable on Y defined as a (possibly stochastic) function of Z.
If we construct Yˆ as a function on X with the distribution pYˆ |X = pY˜ |X (jumping over Z),
then we say that the pair (Yˆ (S), Z(S)) is algorithmic on S.
When (Yˆ , Z) are algorithmic on a training sample S (say, through the function F), then
I
(2)
Loss,(Y → Yˆ , Z) can be considered a measure of quality for the pair (F ,S). All we need
now is to extract the components of this quality measure relating to S.
In the case of deep neural networks, we believe that the relationship between I(X;Z)
and neural architecture is quite strong. On the other hand, reference (14) proved a bound
on δ¯TV (p, pˆ) for randomly selected data in a way that did not depend on neural architecture.
Thus we will consider the quality of the dataset to mostly interact with the term δ¯TV (p, pˆ),
while the quality of the ‘algorithm’ (here, the neural architecture) will mostly interact with
the term I(X;Z). Thus we will focus our efforts on the study of δ¯TV (p, pˆ).
4.2 Links to Classification Accuracy
We wish to quickly show some analytical links between our quality measure, I(2)Loss,(Y → Yˆ , Z),
and classification accuracy. Our starting point is related to Fano’s inequality (10). To continue,
we will need another definition:
Definition 4. We say that X is sufficient for the classification of Y if I(X;Y ) = H(Y ).
We then have:
Lemma 2. Suppose X is sufficient for the classification of Y . Let (Z, Yˆ ) be algorithmic on
a training sample S. Let Y˜ be the random function of Z defined as it was in definition 3.
Let E be the random variable which takes the value 1 when Y˜ = Y and 0 otherwise. Let
pe = P(E = 1). Let log(|Y| − 1) ≥ H(Y |E = 1, Z) ≥ α > 0 (this entails a multi-class
problem) denote the level of remaining uncertainty in Y once it is known that the estimator
Y˜ is incorrect. Suppose H(Y |Z) > 0 and let H(Y |Z) > t > 0. Then ∃r > 0 such that, if
I(X;Z) > r:
pe ≤
I
(2)
Loss,(Y → Yˆ , Z) + t
α
(5)
Proof. The first step in the usual proof of Fano’s inequality gives us:
H(Y |Z) = H(E|Z) + peH(Y |E = 1, Z) (6)
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Short-handing I(X;Z) = r, we have that the supremum in definition 2 achieves
I(Y ;Z∗) = H(Y ) − t′(r) where t′(r) > 0. If X is sufficient, then t(r) → 0 as r →
∞. Then if r is large enough such that t′(r) < t, we will have the following equality:
I
(2)
Loss,(Y → Yˆ , Z) = |H(Y )− I(Y ;Z)− t(r)| = H(Y |Z)− t(r). Thus we have:
pe =
I
(2)
Loss,(Y → Yˆ , Z) + t(r)−H(E|Z)
H(Y |E = 1, Z) ≤
I
(2)
Loss,(Y → Yˆ , Z) + t
α
(7)
Given this Lemma, we see that studying δ¯TV (p, pˆ) is not only useful for analyzing our
training sample’s ability to yield good representations, but for analyzing our classifier’s
probability of error as well.
5. Facility Location Selection Reduces Information Losses
We will first show that selecting data according to a specific criterion - minimizing the facility
location function - hedges risks in information losses. This section is mostly meant to act as
a generalizable example of using the information loss framework to show that information
losses are easy to deal with and lead to intuitive proofs of validity for a given method in
terms of representational quality.
For a general training data selection strategy, we emphasize the goal of finding a naive
‘test’ estimator which is somewhat natural to the strategy. We can then bound the conditional
total variation of the ‘test’ estimator relatively easily. This task will often reduce to plain
analysis due to the simplicity of the conditional total variation term. Doing this will often
give us insight into when a given strategy is useful.
For our example, we take the training data selection strategy which attempts to minimize
the following function of the training dataset S, Z(S) = EPX [‖x− xi‖], where xi is the
nearest neighbor of x in S. This method is known as the facility location function selection
method (12; 27), and it is a practical, intuitive, all-at-once data selection technique. The goal
of this strategy is to pick data points such that, on average, every data point is geometrically
close to some training point.
To analyze this strategy, we will use a ‘test’ estimator which takes into account local
information near the training data. This yields the following Thoerem:
Theorem 1. Let X be a bounded subset of Rd. Suppose that we have a Lipschitz-continuous,
differentiable conditional probability function p(y|x) : Rd → R|Y| with Lipschitz coefficient
L (maximized over each class variable). Let S denote a training dataset indexed by i. Let
Ri be the set of points in Rd whose nearest neighbor in S is xi and consider the following
‘neighbors’ estimator of p(y|x): pˆnn(y|x) = p(y|xi), x ∈ Ri. Then pˆnn, and therefore any
algorithm beating it (in terms of conditional total variation), has limZ(S)→0
δ¯TV (p,pˆ)
Z(S) ≤ L|Y|2 .
Proof. We can linearly approximate p(y|x) in each region Ri. The absolute error between
p(y|x) and pˆnn(y|x) in this region is given, for all y ∈ Y, by:
|p(y|x)− pˆnn(y|x)| =
∣∣∇p(y|xi)T (x− xi) + o(‖x− xi‖)∣∣ (8)
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We can then compute the expected conditional total variation between p and pˆnn by summing
the contributions from each region and each class variable to obtain:
1
2
∑
y
∑
i
∫
Ri
{|∇p(y|xi)T (x− xi) + o(‖x− xi‖)|}dPX (9)
Which, by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and triangle inequality, we can upper bound by:
1
2
∑
i
∑
y
{
|∇p(y|xi)‖
∫
Ri
‖x− xi‖dPX +
∫
Ri
|o(‖x− xi‖)|dPX
}
(10)
which is itself upper bounded by:
L|Y|
2
Z(S) +
1
2
|Y|
∑
i
∫
Ri
|o(‖x− xi‖)|dPX (11)
Denote ηS : Rd → Rd as the function which takes x to its nearest neighbor in S. We then
have:
δTV (p, pˆnn)
Z(S)
≤ L|Y|
2
+
|Y|
2
∫
Rd |o(‖x− ηS(x)‖)|dPX∫
Rd ‖x− ηS(x)‖dPX
≤ L|Y|
2
+
|Y|
2
∫
Rd
|o(‖x− ηS(x)‖)|
‖x− ηS(x)‖ dPX (12)
(For the last inequality, let X = |o(‖x−ηS(x)‖)|‖x−ηS(x)‖ and Y = ‖x− ηS(x)‖ in the Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality).
Now, since ‖x − ηS(x)‖ > 0, Z(S)→ 0 implies ‖x − ηS(x)‖ → 0 on all but a set of
measure zero (this follows from the bounded convergence theorem). Thus |o(‖x−ηS(x)‖)|‖x−ηS(x)‖ → 0
almost surely, completing the proof.
Put another way, Theorem 1 states that δ¯TV (p, pˆ) is bounded above by a function which
asymptotically behaves as 12L|Y|Z(S), which is linear in Z(S). As such, Z(S) acts linearly
on δ¯TV (p, pˆ), and therefore on our representational quality and probability of error.
If we wish to drop the Lipschitz condition in our hypothesis, then we can use the proof
of Theorem 1 to obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 1. Take all of the assumptions of Theorem 1, but remove the assumption
that p(y|x) is Lipschitz-continuous. Let Z˜(S) = ∑y∑Ri ‖∇p(y|xi)‖ · EPX [1x∈Ri · ‖x− xi‖].
Then limZ˜(S)→0
δTV (p,pˆ)
Z˜(S)
≤ 12 .
This corollary may be particularly useful if we are capable of estimating the gradient
‖∇p(y|xi)‖ at each training data point, in which optimization of Z˜(S) is possible and leads
to an augmented facility location function selection method. If, however, we do take our
Lipschitz assumption, and use the standard facility location function selection, then we may
expect this method to be most effective when dealing with functions that vary quite rapidly
(making L large and therefore the marginal improvement obtained by decreasing the facility
location value).
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6. Transductive Experimental Design Reduces Information Losses
6.1 Transductive Experimental Design
Our second example focuses on a technique known as transductive experimental design (37).
We would like to note that this example is probably more important than the previous, since
it has a more immediate applicability. This is because the analysis significantly expands the
scope of the method. While the original intention of Transductive Experimental Design is to
reduce error variances in linear and kernel regression problems, our analysis shows that the
same technique results in higher quality representations in general - and is thus applicable to
a multitude of models. Furthermore, the field of research stemming from the original work
on TED (38; 33; 8) can be extended to a more general setting via our analysis as well.
We will begin by quickly reviewing the Transductive Experimental Design method. We
will assume that we have a set D consisting of N unlabelled data points. We wish to label a
subset of D, denoted S, of these datapoints with cardinality M < N .
The method originates as an improvement over the techniques in the field of Optimal
Design. In optimal design, we consider the regression task of estimating the vector w in the
equation y = wTx+ η via a regularized L2 loss function L(w) =
∑M
i=1 ‖wTxi − yi‖2 + µ‖w‖22,
where η are noise values distributed through η ∼ N (η; 0, σ2). When the optimum wˆ is
taken under this loss function, the estimation error wˆ − w has a covariance matrix given
by C = σ2
(
XTX + µI
)−1 where X is the design matrix corresponding to our training
data, X =
[
x1 x2 · · · xM
]T . Different experimental design procedures exist to optimize
different statistics of this covariance matrix by selecting training data points. For example,
A-optimal design attempts to minimize the trace of C, E-optimal design attempts to minimize
the largest eigenvalue of C, and D-optimal design attempts to minimize its determinant.
Transductive expermimental design attempts to take optimal design one step further
and consider the covariance matrix of the vector containing the values wˆTxi − wTxi where
the index i runs over all points x ∈ D with un-obeserved y values. That is, transductive
experimental design directly considers the covariance in generalization error. It can be shown
that this covariance matrix is given by V CV T where V is the design matrix corresponding to
all of the unlabelled data, and C is the covariance matrix obtained in standard experimental
design. This is equivalent to the expression 1µ
(
V V T + V XT (XXT + µI)−1XV T
)
. TED
then attempts to minimize the trace of this matrix by selecting rows of V to place in rows of
X.
This can be kernelized as follows. Given a kernel k(·, ·), we can use the kernel trick
to identify V V T as a matrix KV V with values k(xr, xs) where xr and xs are unlabelled
datapoints, identify V XT as a matrix KV X filled with values k(xi, xj) where xi is unlabelled
and xj is labelled, and identify XXT in the usual way with a matrix KXX filled with values
k(xk, xl) where both xk and xl are labelled. This leads to minimization of the following term:
Trace
(
KV V −KV X
(
K−1XX + µI
)−1
KTV X
)
(13)
Minimizing this expression is the goal of kernel Transductive Experimental Design.
We will next bound the information loss term, δ¯TV (p, pˆ), in a way that is naturally and
directly dependent on this trace term. In doing so, we show that optimizing this term via
transductive experimental design naturally leads to higher quality representations and lower
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classification errors despite such applications not being a part of the original scope of the
method. For notational simplicity, we will denote the trace term (13) as TED(S,D, µ),
where, again, S denotes the training dataset and D denotes the full dataset. We will also
denote as TED
1
2 (S,D, µ) the corresponding term when the matrix inside the trace operation
is first subject to an element-wise square-root operation.
6.2 Bounding Information Losses via the TED objective function
6.2.1 Notation and Basic Assumptions
We assume that the feature space X is a finite dimensional Euclidean space. We assume
that we have some continuous, symmetric, positive definite kernel function k(·, ·) with a
corresponding Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) H (4). We will denote the inner
product on this RKHS as 〈·, ·〉H. Let µ be a regular Borel measure on X . We will frequently
refer the integral operators T : L2µ → H and T ′ : L2µ → L2µ, both given by:
f 7→
∫
k(x, y)f(y)dµ(y) (14)
(but with differing co-domains).
T ′ is a self-adjoint operator, and T is adjoint to the embedding operator R : H → L2µ
given by (3) (Rf)(x) = f(x). That is, 〈f, Tg〉H = 〈Rf, g〉L2µ . We will also need an operator
R′ : L2µ → L1µ which maps f to itself, but under a different norm. By Mercer’s theorem, T ′
admits a countable set of eigenfunctions, {φi}i=1, which are L2µ-orthonormal, H-orthogonal
and have positive decreasing eigenvalues {λi} with λi
i→∞
= 0.
We will also introduce the following matrix building notation: if q is an index with domain
{1, 2, · · · , Q} and p is an index with domain {1, 2, · · · , P}, then [apl]l , [a1 a2 · · · aP ],[
apl
]
l
,
[
a1 a2 · · · aP
]T , and [[aplql′ ]l]l′ = [[aplql′ ]l′]l = [aplql′ ]l′l where the final three
matrices are all given by the matrix whose ijth element is apiqj , 1 ≤ i ≤ P, 1 ≤ j ≤ Q.
We denote three important index maps. The first is I : {1, 2, · · · ,M} which indexes
training data points via xil . The second is A : {1, 2, · · · , N} which indexes all available
data points via xal . The third is U : {1, 2, · · · , N −M} which indexes all unlabelled points
through xul .
Finally, the total variation is equivalent to 1-norm on a subset of L1µ since Eµ
[|py|x − pˆy|x|]
1. We note that py|x is an element of L1µ, as
∫ ∣∣py|x(x)∣∣ dµ(x) = p(Y = 1) ≤ 1 <∞. Since
L1µ ⊆ L2µ, we will primarily consider py|x as an element of L2µ and use R′py|x to view it as an
element of L1µ.
6.2.2 Approximation Theory and Technical Lemmas
To estimate δ¯TV (p, pˆ) under a selected training set, we will begin with a definition that is
useful for bounding the deviations of any function in H from its projection onto a given
subspace.
1. By writing the total variation in this form, we are implicitly assuming that our problem is 2-class. This is
done for notational convenience. We will extend the theory to multiple classes immediately after finishing
the 2-class case.
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Definition 5. Let V be a subspace of H. Then the power function on V , denoted PV , is the
function whose point-wise evaluation is given by:
PV (x) = sup
‖f‖≤1
|f(x)− (projV f)(x)| (15)
where projV is the orthogonal projection operator onto V .
We will deal with the particular finite dimensional subspace VS = Span
({k(·, xil)}Ml=1).
When V is such a subspace, the projection operator projV takes on the following well known
result in approximation theory (3) whose proof we will not repeat here.
Lemma 3. Let KSS ,
[
k(xil , xil′ )
]l′
l
, and for any x ∈ X , let KxS = KTSx ,
[
k(x, xil)
]l.
Then for all f ∈ H, (projVSf)(x) = KxSK−1SS
[
f(xil)
]
l
.
The next lemma from approximation theory gives us the desired bound on deviations of
any function in H from its projection onto VS .
Lemma 4. Let f ∈ H. Then |f(x)− (projVSf)(x)| ≤ |PVS (x)|‖f‖H.
If py|x is in H then we can apply this immediately to our problem. But even if it is in H,
it may be high frequency, and so ‖f‖H may be large. To account for this, we will provide
two bounds, one to cover the case when py|x ∈ H and ‖f‖H is small, and one to cover all
other cases. To cover the other cases, we will decompose py|x into a part in H and a part not
in H by using the operator T to write:
R′py|x −R′RprojVSTpy|x = (R′ −R′RT )py|x +R′RTpy|x −R′RprojVSTpy|x
‖R′py|x −R′RprojVSTpy|x‖L1µ ≤ ‖(R′ −R′RT )py|x‖L1µ + ‖R′RTpy|x −R′RprojVSTpy|x‖L1µ
We will leave the study of the first term until the end of this subsection, and just denote
it as H for now. Thus we will move to studying the second term, which will be handled,
primarily, by lemma 4. To make any progress, we will need to bound the RKHS norm of
Tpy|x, which we do in the following lemma:
Lemma 5. ‖Tpy|x‖H ≤ p(y = 1)
√
Tr(k) where Tr(k) is the trace of the operator T , i.e.
Tr(k) =
∫
k(x, x)dµ(x) =
∑
i λi.
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Proof.
‖Tpy|x‖2H = 〈Tpy|x, Tpy|x〉H = 〈RT{py|x}, py|x〉L2µ
=
∫ (∫
k(x, x′)py|x(x′)dµ(x′)
)
py|x(x)dµ(x)
=
∫ ∫
k(x, x′)py|x(x)py|x(x′)
(
dµ(x)⊗ dµ(x′))
≤
√(∫ ∫
k2(x, x′)d (µ(x)⊗ µ(x′))
)(∫ ∫
p2y|x(x)p
2
y|x(x
′)d (µ(x)⊗ µ(x′))
)
≤
(∫
k(x, x′)dµ(x)
)√(∫ ∫
p2y|x(x)p
2
y|x(x
′)d (µ(x)⊗ µ(x′))
)
≤
∫ ∫
py|x(x)py|x(x′)
(
dµ(x)⊗ dµ(x′)) = Tr(k) ∫ p2y|x(x)dµ(x)
≤ Tr(k)
(∫
py|x(x)dµ(x))
)2
= Tr(k)p2(y) (16)
Then combining lemmas 4 and 5, we conclude that:∣∣Tpy|x(x)− projVSTpy|x(x)∣∣ ≤ |PVS (x)|√Tr(k)p(y = 1) (17)
Note that the expectation of the left hand side of (17) is equal to the L1µ norm
‖R′RTpy|x −R′RprojVSTpy|x‖L1µ , the term under study. Since we are interested in em-
pirical estimates of this L1µ norm, we will now turn to manipulating the empirical expectation
of |PVS (x)| [the only term that depends on x in (17)] in a nice form. This nice form follows
from one final cited lemma from approximation theory (26):
Lemma 6.
|PVS (x)| =
√
K(x, x)− [k(x, xil)]lK−1SS [k(x, xil)]l (18)
Calculating the empirical expectation of this then immediately lends itself to the TED
objective function. The result is as follows:
Lemma 7. Let µˆD be the empirical measure over D. Let K =
[
k(xjl , xjl′ )
]l′
l
. Then:
EµˆD [|PVs(x)|] =
1
N
Trace
(√
K/KSS
)
(19)
where the notation X/A refers to the Schur complement of X with respect to A, and
√· refers
to taking the element-wise square root of the matrix in its argument.
Proof. From lemma 6, we have |PVS (x)| =
√
K(x, x)− [k(x, xil)]lK−1SS [k(x, xil)]l. Note
that, if x is a training data point,
[
k(x, xil)
]
l
is the lth column ofKSS , soK−1SS
[
k(x, xil)
]
l
= el
where el is the standard unit vector with 1 at position l and zeroes elsewhere. Then
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[
k(x, xil)
]l
K−1SS
[
k(x, xil)
]
l
is equal to k(x, x). Thus, in summing (18) over the dataset D,
we only need to include terms corresponding to unlabelled data.
Recall that the Schur complement is given by:
K/KSS =
[
k(xul , xul′ )
]l
l′ −
[
k(xul′ , xil)
]l
l′ K
−1
SS
[
k(xul′ , xil)
]l′
l
(20)
from which we can see that the pth diagonal element of
√
K/KSS is equal to |PVS (xup)|.
Summing over the unlabelled points is then equivalent to taking the trace of this matrix.
Dividing by the size of D (N) completes the result.
Finally, we will combine all of these lemmas to obtain the following bound:
δemppˆy=c ≤
p(y = c)
N
√
Tr(k)Trace
(√
K/KSS
)
+ H (21)
Before we wrap up this section, we will need to quickly return to the study of H. We
have the following lemma:
Lemma 8. Let {ζj} be a (countable) orthonormal basis for Null(T ) (this exists by the
separability of L2µ). Then:
H ≤
√∑
i
〈py|x, φi〉2(1− λi)2 +
∑
j
〈py|x, ζj〉2 (22)
Proof. Since {φi} ∪ {ζj} form a basis of L2µ, and py|x ∈ L2µ, we can write:
py|x =
∑
i
〈py|x, φi〉φi +
∑
j
〈py|x, ζj〉ζj (23)
Then:
py|x −RTpy|x =
∑
i
〈py|x, φi〉φi +
∑
j
〈py|x, ζj〉ζj −
∑
l
〈py|x, φl〉
∫
k(., y)φl(τ)dµ(τ)
=
∑
i
〈py|x, φi〉φi +
∑
j
〈py|x, ζj〉ζj −
∑
i
λiφi〈py|x, φi〉
=
∑
i
(1− λi)〈py|x, φi〉φi +
∑
j
〈py|x, ζj〉ζj (24)
The lemma then follows by noting that L1µ norms are bounded by L2µ norms and then applying
Pythagorean’s theorem.
6.2.3 Converting to multiple classes
Converting this bound to multiple classes is as simple as removing the p(y = c) term and
dividing by 2. This is because the total variation over multiple classes is given by half the
sum of each L1-norm. Thus the p(y = c) terms in the bound of each L1-norm sum together
to 1, and we are just left with the remaining 12 . The term H can be similarly estimated by
performing the estimation for each class variable, and then summing and dividing by 2.
We thus have the following theorem:
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Theorem 2. Let δemppˆ be the empirical estimate of δpˆ. Then the estimator R
′RprojVSTp(y|x),
which requires only the training data, obtains an empirical estimate δemppˆ bounded via:
δemppˆ ≤
TED
1
2 (S,D, 0)
2N
√∑
i
λi +
1
2
∑
c
√∑
i
〈py=c|x, φi〉2(1− λi)2 +
∑
j
〈py=c|x, ζj〉2 (25)
This further implies that any algorithm providing a better estimate of py|x (in terms of
conditional total variation) than R′RprojVSTp(y|x) satisfies the same bound.
Proof. This is a direct culmination of the lemmas and discussions of this section. The bound
provided is a combination of equation (21), lemma 8, and the class-combining discussion
of the preceding paragraph. That the estimator R′RprojVSTp(y|x) depends only on the
training data points follows from lemma 3 and the fact that the sampled empirical estimate
of p(y = c|x) that we are approximating is either 0 or 1 for all x ∈ X , c ∈ Y.
If each py=c|x ∈ H then we can drop the second term in the second sum to obtain:
δemppˆ ≤
TED
1
2 (S,D, 0)
2N
√∑
i
λi +
1
2
∑
c
√∑
i
〈py=c|x, φi〉2(1− λi)2 (26)
And we can perform the same analysis when py=c|x ∈ H without the decomposition step
[equation (16)] to obtain the following corollary which more tightly couples the empirical
δemppˆ to the TED objective function at the cost of a (possibly large) multiplicative term:
Corollary 2. Take the hypotheis of of Theorem 2. Assume further that each py=c|x ∈ H.
Then:
δemppˆ ≤
TED
1
2 (S,D, 0)
2N
√∑
i
λi
∑
c
√√√√∑
i
〈py=c|x, φi〉2
λ2i
(27)
where the final multiplicative factor can be recognized as
∑
c ‖py=c|x‖H.
6.3 Optimization and Notes
6.3.1 A Caveat on Optimization
A few methods of optimizing the regular TED objective function exist (37; 38). However, in
deriving a bound for δ¯TV (p, pˆ), we’ve found instead a relationship to the objective function
which we’ve denoted TED
1
2 . Unfortunately,
(
TED
1
2
)2 6= TED. Instead, we have:
(
TED
1
2
)2
= TED +
∑
ij
√
(Kxi,xi −Kxi,SK−1SSKS,xi)(Kxj ,xj −Kxj ,SK−1SSKS,xj ) (28)
and so, in optimizing the standard TED objective, we neglect these latter cross-terms.
Nonetheless, optimizing the standard TED objective does still reduce the first term to a
minimum, and so will still result in better quality representations.
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6.3.2 A Caveat on Kernel Feature Dimensions
The following property is true of TED independently of our analysis: if the feature space of the
kernel, r, is smaller than the number of desired training data points M , then TED(D,S, 0) is
zero for all S. To see this, note that in this case, we would be able to write [k(xal , xal′ )]ll′ =
V V T where V ∈ RN×r is a tall rank r matrix. We then have the following equivalent form
of the TED objective that was derived in reference (37):
min
B
min
A
∑
k
‖V:,k −ABV ‖22 (29)
where B is a diagonal N ×N matrix constrained to have M unit values and zeros elsewhere.
But then the column space of V has dimension r, so every column V:,k is a linear combination
of just r columns. Thus there exists a B such that the objective function is zero (with A
corresponding to that linear combination).
This is particularly problematic for linear kernels when the original design matrix X has
low rank. And while most kernels have feature spaces of countably infinite dimension, it may
still be problematic if we approximate our kernel through a finite kernel matrix and perform
svd to directly obtain V V T . It is important, then, to use at least M columns of V for our
new feature space.
6.3.3 An Augmentation for Scale Invariance
Also, we note that the training dataset returned from minimizing TED(·, ·, 0) does not depend
on the scale of the kernel. To see this, we look again at (29). Letting c > 0, we then see that:
min
B
min
A
∑
k
‖c 12V:,k −ABc
1
2V ‖22 = c min
B
min
A
∑
k
‖X:,k −ABV ‖22 (30)
Thus scaling the dataset by c does not effect the chosen training samples. However, the
non-greedy optimization strategy derived in reference (38) does not share this scale invariance.
But this can be fixed fairly easily by passing the (known) scaling parameter c to the A update
of the method. This yields a new update given by:
A← V V T (cβ−1 + V V T )−1 (31)
while the β update remains unchanged:
βj,j ←
√
1
γ
‖A:,j‖22 (32)
where γ is a regularization parameter controlling the sparsity of β. Iterating over this new A
update and the old β update will give us a scale invariant ranking matrix β in which larger
values of βj,j indicate higher importance of the data-point indexed by j according to the
TED objective. Note that the passed scale c is that of the kernel, not of V .
Scale invariance allows us to tighten our bound via taking infinums over the scale
parameter.
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Figure 1: TED
1
2 objective value vs classification accuracy on MNIST with the cosine kernel.
Corollary 3. Take all assumptions and definitions of Theorem 2. Let TED
1
2 (S,D, 0, c), c > 0
denote the value of TED
1
2 (S,D, 0) when using a scaled kernel function ck. Let H denote
the value of H(c) when using the scaled kernel. Let S∗ be the training dataset returned from
a scale invariant minimization of the standard TED objective function. Then:
δemppˆ ≤ infc>0
TED
1
2 (S∗,D, 0, c)√Tr(ck)
2N
+
1
2
∑
c
cH(c) (33)
where
cH ,
√∑
i
〈py=c|x, φi〉2(1− λi)2 +
∑
j
〈py=c|x, ζj〉2 (34)
This is particularly useful because of the terms in H of the form 〈py|x, φi〉(1− λi). For
indices with large 〈py|x, φi〉, we will likely get a much better bound if our kernel has λi ≈ 1.
With scale invariance, this can be made true without explicitly scaling our kernel, which is
good because we typically won’t know the coefficients 〈py|x, φi〉 (at least not without a small
amount of initial labels).
7. Experiments
7.1 Correspondence Between Bound and Classification Accuracy
We first tested if our bound had any generalizable meaning to classification accuracies. To
do so, we first took the MNIST with the cosine kernel and swept over training data sizes
from 5% to 90% and plotted the trace term against the classification accuracy of a fully
connected feed forward neural network with 1000 hidden units in Figure 1. We see a strong
correspondence between these two variables. However, to ensure that this correspondence is
meaningful, we also need to ensure that it exists when the training data size is controlled -
since both terms, in isolation, decrease as M grows.
To do this, we took several samples of training data over a variety of datasets provided
by OpenML (36) and trained them on a fully connected feed-forward neural network with
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Figure 2: Classification errors against the data quality measure with a fixed training data
size for varying datasets. Dataset and corresponding rbf γ value are indicated at the top of
each plot.
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Figure 3: MNIST data quality measure and classification error against training data size for
several methods of training data selection.
1000 hidden units - plotting the trace term against the classification error in each case. In
each case, we took 20% of the full dataset as training data. We have provided the resulting
scatter plots in Figure 2 which show that, in this controlled scenario, the two variables are
still correlated. Each point in these plots corresponds to a different ratio of selected points
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to random points in that fixed-size training dataset, where selection is done with an ‘inverse’
heuristic method which just picks data corresponding to small diagonal elements in K−1.
A second way of ensuring that the relationship found in Figure 1 is meaningful is to
observe the behavior of different data selection methods over a training data sweep. We
have done this in Figure 3. On the left hand side of Figure 3, we have plotted training data
size against the trace term (for MNIST under the cosine kernel) for five such methods of
training data selection: random selection, facility location, uncertainty sampling, and the
inverse heuristic from the last paragraph. On the right hand side of Figure 3, we have a
similar plot where the trace term is replaced by classification error of a fully connected feed
forward neural network with 1000 hidden units. We see that the behavior of the trace term
plots are carried over to the classification error plots. Some small scale information is lost,
mostly due to the fact that the error plot is more noisy, but the main global properties are
intact. This correspondence of behavior further shows that there is a link, independent of
training data size, between our bound and classification error.
8. Conclusion
This paper has provided a novel information theoretic perspective on active learning methods.
It has provided an information theoretic proof of the viability of the facility location function
data selection method, and derived a new information theoretic bound, written in terms of
the objective function of Transductive Experimental Design, which is highly applicable to
evaluating and analyzing other active learning strategies. Experiments show that this bound
is indicative of dataset quality in terms of classification accuracies.
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